Welcome to the Website (the “Site”) www.studymbbsinamerica.com of SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION. Please read the following Terms and Conditions of Use (“Terms”) carefully before using the Site. It governs your relationship with SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION regarding your use of the Site.

This Website provides general information regarding SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION and its services. SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION urges you not to assume that information on a particular topic on the site is complete or up-to-date.

PERMISSIONS

SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION gives you limited personal permission to use the Website. Your permission to use the Website is limited in a number of ways. For example, you may only download or print material contained on this Site for non-profit purposes. Any commercial use, such as selling content, creating course packs, or posting information on another Website is prohibited.

You may not:

1. Frame all or part of the Website.

2. Change or delete any proprietary notices from materials downloaded or printed out from the Website. Systemically download or print materials from the Website.

3. Transmit or provide any data from the Website to a third party.

4. Use the Website in a manner contrary to any applicable law.

5. Your permission terminates immediately, without any further action by SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION, if you breach these Terms.

6. You may not transfer or assign your permission to any other party.

7. SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION is the owner or licensee of all rights in the Website, its content, software, and services. You have no right to such content, software or services if not expressly granted in this Agreement.

8. “SHINE” and the logos or other proprietary marks of SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION’s licensees and partners are right of SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION or its licensor’s and partners. No right, title or interest in those trademarks is granted you in this Agreement.
DISCLAIMER

The Site is Provided “As Is”

Services provided through and information contained on the site are provided as is and as available. SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION makes no, and hereby disclaims any, warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of title, non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular use or purpose. Further, SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION disclaims any warranty that the site will be available at all times or will operate without interruption or error. SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION makes no warranty as to the reliability, accuracy, timeliness, usefulness, adequacy, completeness or suitability of the services or information provided through the site.

You alone are responsible for your use of the site.

You agree to be solely responsible for your use of this Website.

SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION, its officers, directors, partners, employees, agents, and information providers shall not be liable for any damages you may suffer or cause through your use of the site, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION, its officers, directors, partners, employees, agents, and information providers shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, consequential, or punitive damages arising out of your use of or inability to use the site.

These limitations shall apply whether the asserted liability or damages are based in contract (including, but not limited to, breach of warranty), tort (including, but not limited to, negligence) or any other legal or equitable grounds.

You agree to indemnify and hold SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION harmless for any claims, losses or damages, including attorney's fees, resulting from your breach of these terms or use of this Website.

SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LINKS TO OR FROM OTHER SITES.

This Website may contain links to other Websites, and other Websites may provide links to this Site. These links are provided for your convenience only. SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION does not control these other sites and assumes no liability or responsibility for them, including any content or services provided to you by such sites. You should not consider any link to or from another site as an endorsement of that site by SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION unless SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION expressly states so.
DISCLAIMER

You Agree that SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION may share certain information about you. You agree that, should you elect to supply it, SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION may use your name, email address, physical address, telephone or other data to communicate with you either by itself or through any of its designates. You may request to have this information modified or deleted from our records. SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION Site may use this information as necessary to enforce these Terms.

These Terms are severable to the extent any term is deemed invalid, illegal or unenforceable. SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION failure to enforce any provision of these Terms shall not be deemed a waiver of that or any other provision of these Terms.

Your use and continued use of the SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION site reflects your agreement to these Terms and any modifications of these Terms made by SHINE OVERSEAS EDUCATION.